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Welcome to the Workshop

We are Jim and Mark from SAP
We will take you through a Digital Approach to Delivering a Proof 
of Concept: Troubled Families for the next 60 minutes
We will give you an overview of the Troubled Families project that 
we worked on and how we got to that use case
We will share the challenges and how we delivered the project, 
before talking about the outputs
Along the way we will show you a small demo and allow you to 
share your insights and challenges
We will end on our key findings with some time at the end for 
Q&A



Exploring Vulnerability – The Initial Workshop

The agenda was comprehensive and covered the following topics. 
The workshop proved to be very 
productive and lasted around 
four hours. Delegates were given 
an agenda and some 
background to the approach 
SAP proposed in advance. We 
had representation from service 
areas covering all the main 
stakeholder groups involved in 
supporting vulnerable 
individuals. Key outcomes from 
the workshop are listed below.

• Improving outcomes for VP is a priority topic
• SAP’s proposed VP approach was deemed relevant and 

credible
• Existing models work but there are opportunities to 

change things for the better
• Resourcing and delivery of change is challenging for the 

Council
• Sufficient data presently exists to improve insight and 

information around an individual
• Main focus should be on those individuals who are less 

known or “lower level” users
• Sharing the appropriate data across the Council is 

possible
• Any new (VP) project should stay within the Council for 

the moment instead of being multi-agency. This could be 
a subsequent phase

A workshop was held with the Council with the objective to establish a common understanding on the topic of VP and to explore
particular aspects such as definitions, cause and effect, potential use cases, and opportunities 

SAP framed this initial workshop with five questions to test the validity and relevance of the VP 
proposition. 
These input questions and high-level answers provide the context for the solution SAP aims to develop 
with the Council, as shown in the figure below.
Following a pre-agreed agenda, the SAP team guided the discussion, which included:
• Characteristics of a vulnerable person
• Triggers and rules for alerts
• Data sources 
This initial basis of common understanding between the Council and SAP provides the direction for 
further exploration and discovery based predominantly upon use case(s). Three were identified during 
the workshop.

Key Use Cases Identified

1. Neighborhoods
2. Isolated Elderly Person
3. Troubled Families



Exploring Vulnerability – Use Case findings



What is the Troubled Families Programme?

How did it work?

A catalyst for change…. The future

Overview of the Troubled Families Programme

In just three 
months, the pilot 
helped a UK-based 
agency improve its 
potential targeted 
payments by 
452%, identify 
22,000 additional 
families at risk, 
and increase 
potential support 
recipients by 
140%.
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People in England classed 
as clinically extremely 
vulnerable1

3.7 million
Typically, there are 
hundreds of applications 
and databases but no 
“single source of truth”

Complexity
Spent on late intervention 
by year end March 2017

£16.6 billion
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Challenges | Common Among Many Departments

Approach | Common Public Sector Roles

Typical Customer 
Roles
• Troubled families 

service lead
• Team manager
• Project manager

• Liaison leads – from the various 
services areas such as education, 
children, and others

• Data analyst
• ICT applications manager
• Information governance lead

Outcomes and Value
3 million data points identified

10 data sources integrated

3 sprints across 3 months

£2.4 million able to be sourced for 
further funding

17,588 single criteria families identified

138% increase in attachments

44,984 households monitored

452% increase in PBR (Payment by 
Results)

“In 2019, the Office 
of the Children’s 
Commissioner 
estimated that 
761,000 children 
with vulnerabilities, 
for example those 
living in families 
where abuse, mental 
illness, or addiction 
was present, were 
known to public 
services but did not 
receive support, and 
829,000 children 
with the same sort 
of vulnerability were 
completely invisible 
to services and were 
not on anyone’s 
radar.”

Source: Public Services Committee Video, April 28, 2021. 

https://parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/2d225f01-f684-4ad1-a4ed-bf4ef6eaa973


How we delivered the project

• Full collaboration with key stakeholders
• Three sprints – content of each agreed with project 

manager
• Plan agreed with project manager
• Biweekly checkpoints
• Project manager and program board with full access 

to project progress reporting tool
• Output from workshops shared with team
• Discovery phase closure report
• Insights leading to changes in service delivery

Governance

• Use of proven design thinking methodology to bind the team 
together in a highly collaborative way to extract existing 
knowledge and determine how the client wanted the new 
system to look and work and how it would be beneficial to 
them

• Validation of user pain points and desired outcomes
• Data analysis and diagnostic – confirm data sources, 

structure, flows – evaluating sample sets
• Visualization tools – persona led – to illustrate the “new 

world”
• Identifying potential for further use cases, typically from the 

same data sets
• Developing value case

User Requirements
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The project involved taking this manual process and mapping it to an automated highly integrated one. Using a design thinking 
methodology, we were able to extract the essential process flow and determine how the business rules and data sources contributed to 
each stage of the process. Design thinking is focused more understanding, replicating, and improving the process rather than the
technology.

Key Questions
• Is there a good level organizational 

collaboration around use of or sharing of 
data?

• Which are the key source systems to use?
• How is the data in the sources integrated 

today?
• How is missing data and data quality 

resolved today?
• What are the key linking fields across all 

systems?
• Why would there not always be a 

PersonID or ReferralID in an assessment 
record?

• What exactly constitutes a “contact”?
• Are contact and referral always a one-to-

one relationship?

Project Execution
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The data sources were identified and mapped to the central focus of the program: the person. 

Data Source Mapping

TF Project: Data Schematic

TF_Families

Key – UPRN, TF_FamilyID, TF_PersonID,TED_ID? 
FirstName,Surname,DOB Sid Spoon

Early_Help_Assessment

Key – UPRN, ID, Forename, 
Surname, DOB, HouseNo, 
Address1,2,3,Town, 
Postcode, NI_Number (no 
data) 

YOT

Key – UPRN,  Client_Name,  
House_Number, Address, 
Postcode, 

Neet

Key – UPRN, 
Client_Ref, First Name, 
LastName, DOB

Education_Period

Key – UPRN, ID, FirstName, 
LastName, DOB, HouseNo, 
Address1,2,3,Town, 
Postcode, NI_Number (no 
data) 

Civica

Key – UPRN,  Address? 
ASB_OccupierName?

Request(3)
RequestID,Person

ID, ReferralIDRequest(2)
RequestID,Person

ID, ReferralID

Q: Why would there not always be 
(assessment record) a PersonID and 
ReferralID?
Q: What exactly constitutes a 
“contact”?
Q: Are contact and referral always 
one-to-one relationship? 
Q: Key linking fields across all 
systems? Forename, Surname, 
D.O.B., Address? Postcode 

Care Plan
PersonID,PlanNo, 

ReferralID, 
RequestID

Services
PersonID, 

PlanServiceNo

Person
Eric Spoon

Age 76 
PersonID, 
ReferralID Services

PersonID, 
PlanServiceNo

Assessment (2)
FormID, PlanNo, 

ReferralID, 
RequestID

Request(1)
RequestID,Person

ID, ReferralID

Referral(1)
ReferalID, 
FormNo, 
PersonID, 
RequestID

Contact
ContactID,PersonID, 

ReferalID, 
RequestID, FormNo.

Contacts:
§ Police
§ Health Authority
§ Education 
§ Local Authority
§ Third-Sector Agency
§ …

Could point to Eric’s 
other family 

members Name & Address, Postcode only 
key between Erica and other 
systems?

Assessment (1)
FormID, PlanNo, 

ReferralID, 
RequestID

Is 
assessed

ServiceType: 
Nursing Long Term 

Service Type: Day 
Care

Has Care 
Plan?

TED (Servelec)  -
social care system 
(children)

Lagan CRM  -
Customer master 

Symphony LLPG 
suite  - Local Land 
and Property 
Gazetteer – holding 
location, 
address/resident 
details – perhaps 
with GIS 
information

Capita Academy  -
Revenue & Benefits 
info

Troubled Families 
Data Sources

ERICA –
(LiquidLogic) -social 
care system (Adults).

LLPG
All Addresses, 
Commercial and Residential

Key – UPRN

CRM (Lagan)
All Customer 
Interactions –
Pothole,Nuisance, 
Death Register, reports, 
etc

Key – UPRN, PartyID, 
DOB, Title, Forename, 
Surname, 
Address1,2,3,4,5,6,Tow
n, Postcode,
NI_Number

Revs & Benefits
Key – UPRN, ClaimRefNo, 
ClaimType, Forename, 
Surname, DOB, 
NI_Number, 
Academy_Address? 

TED_Cases
Key – TED_UPRN, 
TED_ChildID, 
Forename, Surname, 
DOB, Address

?TED_DV
Key – UPRN, TED_ChildID, 
TED_Forename, 
TED_Surname, TED_DOB, 
Address

Link to Crime 
systems??

Direction of 
crossover’ 
between TED & 
LL. This is still 
Social Services. 
Question is, 
what other 
systems give 
signposts to 
alerts. 

Data Systems

Solution Architecture | Data Focus
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The focus of the project was to extract value from the existing data to effect positive change for the 
citizens in need. The data available to the team was extracted from the core local authority systems, 
those same systems manually accessed by the Troubled Families team for their program assessments 
and monitoring. 

Data Sources Review

Data extracted Number of records used
Revenue and benefits 17,500
Person data 246,000
Antisocial behavior 4,100
Youth offending 2,000
Not in education employment or training 2,700
Early help assessment 3,700
Domestic violence and children social care 7,500 and 8,000
Adult social care 3,000
Education reference – children in education 74,000
Local land and property gazetteer – UPRN -holding location, address, and 
resident details

N/A

Families with minimum of two TF program criteria ~2,000

SAP had access to the last five years of records. We combined this data using a number of keys, primarily on the 
LLPG UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number), to give a revealing picture of a family at an address, along with 
the history of their touch points with local authority services.
The data needed cleansing and anomalies needed to be resolved before we could apply the business rules. The 
ultimate design objective was to make the business rules. In this proof-of-concept case, they were the business 
rules around the Troubled Families program, fully adjustable by the business owners rather than IT so that the 
system could be pivoted to other vulnerable programs initiated in the community.

Early_Help_Assessment
Key – UPRN, ID, Forename, Surname, 
DOB, HouseNo, Address1,2,3,Town, 
Postcode, NI_Number (no data) 

CustomerData
Key – UPRN, PartyID, DOB, Title, 
Forename, Surname, 
Address1,2,3,4,5,6,Town, Postcode, 
NI_Number

TF_Families
Key – UPRN, TF_FamilyID, 
TF_PersonID,TED_ID? 
FirstName,Surname,DOB

TED_Cases
Key – TED_UPRN, TED_ChildID, 
Forename, Surname, DOB, 
Address

LLPG
Key – UPRN

Person - lookup Table
Key – PersonID, ReferralID, Postcode, 
Town. No data for - Forename, 
Surname, so only close reference on 
postcode? 

YOT
Key – UPRN, YOT_ID, Ref_No. 
Client_Name,  House_Number, Address, 
Postcode, 

Academy Benefits
Key – UPRN, ClaimRefNo, ClaimType, 
Forename, Surname, DOB, NI_Number, 
Academy_Address? 

TED_DV
Key – UPRN, TED_ChildID, 
TED_Forename, TED_Surname, 
TED_DOB, Address

Neet
Key – UPRN, Client_Ref, First Name, 
LastName, DOB

Education_Period
Key – UPRN, ID, FirstName, LastName, 
DOB, HouseNo, Address1,2,3,Town, 
Postcode, NI_Number (no data) 

Civica
Key – UPRN, Civica_ReferenceNo, 
Civica_Address? ASB_OccupierName?

CustomerInteractions
Key – LogID, PartyID

TED (Servlec)  - social care system (children

Lagan CRM  - Customer master 

Symphony LLPG suite  - Local Land and 
Property Gazetteer – holding location, 
address/resident details – perhaps with GIS 
information

Capita Academy  - Revenue & Benefits info

Troubled Families Data Sources

Data Systems



Sharing Data – Overcoming the Challenges



Lets Step Through the Approach
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Lets Step Through the Approach
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Lets Step Through the Approach
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Before we take a quick look at the system, we 
would like to ask you some questions…

1.Are you doing this? If so….
2.What is working for you?
3.Is it across multiple agencies? If not…
4.What are the barriers?
5.What would you need to change to do this?

As you can see the questions are on the wall. You can use the post-it notes to share 
your answers, we will use these at the end to assist the Q&A



OK – Lets have a quick look at what we did…



The objective of the proof of concept was three-fold. The first was to provide the Troubled Families team with a near-real-time view of a 
family and their circumstances to determine if the family needed help by allocating them to the Troubled Families program. The second was 
to enable the team to claim the much-needed revenue from the MHCLG two-stage Payment by Results to help finance the help provided. And 
the third objective was to prove the value of combining data fused from existing data and siloed data with powerful analytics to provide a 
visual picture of vulnerability in the community. 
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Overall, it showcased that by 
using today’s
modern data management tools, 
obtaining valuable and useable insights 
from existing data was not an onerous 
endeavor in terms of time, money, and 
complexity. It is entirely possible 
within short timeframes and small 
initial investments.

All these objectives achieved great 
success, but it was not just the technology, 
it was also the close collaboration of the 
team – both SAP and the client subject 
experts – that facilitated the project to 
realize success in such a short 
timeframe.  

Let's look at some of the KPIs.

Success Criteria

We identified 5,243 
families that had a 
minimum of two 
Troubled Families 
criteria but needed 
further validation.

We identified 17,588 families 
with one valid Troubled 
Family criteria without 
accessing health or 
DWP records. This was a 
dramatic increase from the 
2,000 identified using manual 
methods.

So what were the results?

We identified 1,860 new families, 
where a minimum of two 
Troubled Families criteria are 
met, and therefore could join the 
Troubled Families program.

Potential of a further 704 new PBR 
(Payment by Results) claims ready to 
be made pending checks, with a 
potential monetary claim value of more 
than £500k. This quadrupled the 
existing number of PBRs.



Key Findings:

•Collaboration was the key. 
• It was built around the Trouble 
Families team and their need for 
easy access to a complete view of a 
family and any issues.
•Short, focused sprints in 
collaboration with the customers’ 
professional experts produced rapid 
results.
• It proved the immense value of a 
data-driven approach to dealing 
with vulnerable people.
• It created better outcomes for the 
families, making families with issues 
more visible so that help could be 
directed to improve their lives.
•Local authority benefitted from 
payback in terms of increasing 
funds available for Troubled 
Families.
•Data ethics is paramount for 
compliance to legislation such 
as GDPR.
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So lets discuss the conclusion



Key Findings:

•Data to value proved in a short space 
of time and the power of data and 
analytics to surface insights and 
improve peoples lives.
•They knew they had the data to 
recognize vulnerable families, but it 
was difficult to extract and combine 
that data to give consistent and 
meaningful information that was 
useful.
•With the positive outcomes, it gave 
just a glimpse of new possibilities to 
work with their data to deliver 
even better outcomes for their 
residents beyond just the Troubled 
Families program.
•The more data you have, the better 
the potential of surfacing actionable 
insights. The hard part is accessing 
and combining the data, adding 
intelligence, and presenting those 
insights gets easier.
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So lets discuss the conclusion

Agency 1
(Police)

Agency 2
(Local Govt.)

Agency 3
(Health)

SourcesPartners

Business 
Intelligence 

Business 
Process

Data Fusion

Actionable Insight

Interaction to 
Outcome

Collaboration

Real Time
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Customer Examples of Turning Public Sector Data into Value
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Customer Examples of Turning Public Sector Data into Value



Q&A with Jim and Mark



A big thank you from us both for joining us today

Jim White
Public Sector Industry Lead – SAP EMEA North

Tel +44 7795 602672
Jim.white01@sap.com

Mark Holder
Industry Advisor Public Sector – SAP EMEA North

Tel +44 7808 575178
Mark.holder@sap.com
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